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Workplaces continue to change... And rapidly.

At Lideranca Group we are uniquely positioned and prepared to partner 
for improving behaviors, developing people, and changing workplaces. 



Assessment Leaders

We help the employee and employer �nd the right �t, set clear 
development goals, enable positive engagement, thus making the 
hiring/development process more manageable, more e�ective, and 
more enjoyable through the use of proprietary and proven tools to 
assess leadership e�ectiveness and employee engagement. We’re 
proud to be an all-inclusive one-stop Authorized Partner with: The 
Five Behaviors of a Cohesive Team, Everything DiSC -a Wiley Brand, 
Skillsoft, eSkill, Elite, and Big 5 Assessments (formerly PeopleClues).

assessmentleaders.com

elevating performance

���������� ������������
Creating Workplace Wellbeing

One Company.
Four Brands.

“Cathy and her team have a unique ability to look at both the strategic 
and tactical conditions of a team and craft the optimal leadership 

program for long term success. She brings a high level of operational 
experience to the industries she serves. Cathy’s “can do” attitude, 
experience, team-orientation, and deep business relationship skills 

allow her to be incredibly effective with her clients.”

- C. Lloyd Mahaffey, CEO, SmartStory Technologies, Inc.

“We are subject matter experts who have experienced your same challenges. Our vast array of corporate-held positions 
allows us to quickly assess what is working and not in organizations. Our key objective is to build long-term, successful 
relationships with our clients to help navigate change and organizational transformation. �ere are no quick �xes.  
Our proven strategic process identi�es current state and future state analysis for improving behaviors, developing talent 
and changing workplaces. We look forward to being an extension of your team.” 

– Liderança Group

Be Well Perform Well

We partner in building collaborative relationships to 
cultivate and create organizational well-being through 
the use of proprietary well-being audits, Health Risk 
Analysis (HRA), recommendations for course corrections, 
and various resources to help individuals, corporations 
and company cultures thrive.

bewellperformwell.com
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Diversity Equity Inclusion

We believe all workplaces should have empowered 
employees, thriving and adding their voice to the mission of 
the organization allowing balance and fairness in all facets. 
The end result of diversity, equity and inclusion guarantees a 
connected, contributing and fairly compensated workforce.

diversityequityinclusion.com

Leadership Balance

We combine leadership principles and strategies to 
develop cognitive competency, mental toughness and 
an encouraging spirit. We o�er programs for individuals, 
teams, organizations, Women in Leadership; Men in 
Leadership; and Diversity, Equity and Inclusion. With 
the use of program analytics, we track and accelerate 
improvement in leadership and skill building.

leadershipbalance.com

Lideranca Group, Inc. is a business and workforce 

acceleration firm with 4 global divisions that focus on...

“Our VC firm brought Cathy and her team in to assist me and 
my executive group in team development, alignment and hiring. 

Our rapid growth outstripped our in-house talent acquisition 
management capabilities. We worked with Assessment Leaders for 
two years and they did a fantastic job helping BigFix scale our HR 

functions and leadership capabilities.”

- Dave Robbins, former CEO of BigFix,
now an IBM owned Company

“I have used Assessment Leaders for the past several years in support of my 
hiring decisions. I appreciate that I have tangible evidence of job fit before 

making an offer. Sometimes it’s hard to know if a candidate will have the skill 
set, ethics and personality to be successful in my organization. The tools 

offered by Assessment Leaders allow me to better and clearly assess these 
traits. They are responsive, flexible and creative. They take so much of the 

guess work out of hiring and I appreciate having them on my team!”

- Katherine Filice, Executive Creative Director,
CEO, Articulate Solutions, Inc.

DEVELOPING 
TALENT
Measuring and 
training skills

IMPROVING 
BEHAVIORS
Learning new skills 
leads to positive changes

CHANGING 
WORKPLACES
A better culture with effective 
leadership leads to engaged 
employees and higher  
performance
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Let’s get started.
Find out how our team can become an extension of your leadership team with innovative programs 
and customized solutions to help your organization with attention to the whole person, teams, 
and company. We’re committed to improving behaviors, developing people and changing 
workplaces to get  your organization to the next level of business growth and performance.
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Staying stagnant in business and process is not an option for those 
focused on growth within their industry and in themselves. At 
Liderança Group, we’ve built our business model — transforming the 
disrupters of today into the thought leaders of tomorrow.

Liderança Group is a proud disrupter of business, ensuring today’s 
organizations can compete in the ever-changing landscape.  Highly-
experienced, with transformations in Fortune companies all o er the 

lo e  ideran a rou  is a usiness and work lace acceleration fir

that focuses on de elo in  eo le  i ro in  eha iors and 
chan in  work laces. ur e ertise lies in identifyin  areas of 
sustaina le rowth and ro idin  actiona le strate ies that i nite 
chan e. ur key o ecti e is to uild lon ter  successful 
relationshi s with our clients to hel  the  na i ate chan e and 
or ani ational transfor ation.  Liderança Group is the parent 
co any of four, strategic brands: Assessment Leaders, Leadership 
Balance®, Be Well Perform Well, and Di ersity  uity  nclusion.

Change Brings Incredible Opportunity
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Top 10 
Workplace 

Articles: 
Workplace Trends - Linkedin 
Workplace Forecost- The Herman Trend Alert

2021 
Workforce-
Workplace 
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o id  accelerates the di ital 
transfor ation of the work lace. 
The hourly workforce is treated 
like they are essential.
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https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/top-10-workplace-trends-2021-dan-schawbel/
https://www.aftermarketnews.com/herman-trend-alert-2021-workforce-workplace-forecast-part-1/



